Comprehending user demands through several human-computer interactions can effectively increase informationretrieval accuracy. Mainstream active learning algorithms use uncertainty sampling strategy. However, such algorithms cannot produce satisfactory results under few interactions. To improve interactive information-retrieval efficiency and accuracy, an sampling strategy based on the error-correcting capacity of samples was proposed for active learning. This strategy evaluated the expected value of unlabeled samples by calculating their potential error-correcting capacity associated with the classifier. Based on this sampling strategy, a fast interactive information-retrieval scheme adopting reinforcement learning and low-complexity classifier was designed in this study. The effects of three sampling strategies (random sampling, uncertainty sampling, and the proposed sampling strategy based on error-correcting capacity) on information-retrieval accuracy were examined using an experiment through a text set of Reuters-21578. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed sampling strategy achieved higher retrieval accuracy and stability than random and uncertainty samplings. The retrieval accuracy of the proposed scheme was approximately 1.6% higher than that of the sampling algorithm based on uncertainty strategy. The proposed scheme can be used for real-time information retrieval because of its low computational complexity. The production of this study can improve the accuracy and latency of interactive information-retrieval services.
Introduction
With the acceleration of mobile network access, the netizen population with access to internet network through mobile terminals is rapidly increasing and is accompanied with computational burden transfer to cloud end [1] . Some services such as online translation, voice cloud, and information push service are based on information retrieval in large corpus. Limited by natural language understanding techniques, accurate retrieval in a large text library is often difficult, and interactive inquiries are necessary to gradually determine the retrieval target. Active machine learning strategy is required for the abovementioned interactive information retrieval. Active learning asks questions instead of receiving knowledge passively and can increase pertinence in the next interaction according to response. Active learning is conducive for discovering high-value samples in the sample space and acquiring an accurate description of user demand. Users have higher requirements on latency and accuracy of these information retrieval services. To improve quality of user experience, some information-retrieval services introduced higher requirements on retrieval accuracy and speed. For highaccuracy information retrieval, the limitations on computational expenses and the number of interactions are two great challenges for active learning in interactive information retrieval.
Active learning has been the research hotspot in the machine learning field. Lewis and Gale introduced the uncertain sampling strategy [2] . In their classification experiments, the scheme combining the strategy selecting samples which cannot be certainly classified as the problem for every inquiry and the probabilistic classifier achieved satisfying results. The aforementioned active learning strategy becomes a common machine learning strategy and is gradually combined with various machine learning algorithms in the field of nature language processing and information retrieval [3] . The common active learning strategies include Query by committee, Margin sampling, and Posterior probability [4] [5] . All the aforementioned methods achieved good effect in the information-retrieval field.
However, establishing high-quality training set under few interactions and reducing the calculation complexity of text classifiers are two key problems for interactive information retrieval to guarantee a positive user experience.
State of the Art
Active learning algorithm is the key for interactive information retrieval. Among several machine learning approaches, support vector machine (SVM) offers a solid theoretical basis. In the field of active learning, the combination of SVM and several sampling strategies has [6] . The degree of classification mode changing caused by labeling sample has attracted certain research attentions in active learning field, and became an important standard for selecting the most informative samples [7] . Nevertheless, using SVM was difficult for online services, due to its expensive space and time consumption. Although multiplexing technique can slightly shorten the training time [8] , it creates a heavy computational burden when the unlabeled sample space is large. Therefore, the SVM-based active learning algorithms are difficult to meet timeliness in online retrieval services. Reinforcement learning method was proposed later in the literature [9] and is widely used in the text classification field [10] . With the promotion of the latent semantic model, reinforcement learning methods have become more and more popular for text classification [11] [12] . Among these algorithms, AdaBoost.MH with low complexity is especially applicable for applications based on online information retrieval in the mobile internet network. However, it underperforms on a small training set. If the training set is formed by traditional uncertain sampling strategy, establishing a big training set is necessary. This will increase the number of interactions and deteriorate user experience.
Interactive retrieval demands for low-complexity and high-accuracy active learning algorithm. And the key for increasing accuracy of active machine learning algorithm depends on the selection of high-informative samples [13] . Conventional active learning algorithms formed the initial training set by selecting high-representative samples through clustering analysis [14] , and then labeled the most uncertain samples. However, usually achieving unsatisfying effects in interactive information retrieval is due to small initial training set and existence of outliers [15] .
Given the limited initial information for retrieval, a classifier often forms a "wrong understanding" for the retrieval target in its early period. High-informative sample should correct the "wrong understanding" in few interactions and increase retrieval accuracy. Therefore, a sample value judgment strategy based on the error-correcting capacity of classification model was designed in this study. Considering the timeliness requirement of interactive information retrieval, a machine learning algorithm with low computation complexity was proposed based on the AdaBoost.MH algorithm. With low computational complexity, the algorithm formed a simplified training set through iterative interaction to increases informationretrieval accuracy.
In this study, Section 3 designs interactive retrieval steps and introduced a machine learning algorithm using sampling strategy based on error-correcting capacity. Section 4 made an interactive retrieval experiment based on text library, and compares the retrieval accuracy of the algorithms based on different sampling strategies. Section 5 presents conclusions.
Methodology

General framework
Interactive information retrieval has the following three characteristics: (1) No unlabeled sample set exists in the beginning of retrieval, and data on key words or behavioral habits are few. (2) During the interaction, "high-value samples" are selected to reduce the number of interaction, establish a high-quality training set, and form high-accuracy classifiers. (3) To guarantee online user experience, the latency of interactive information retrieval must not be too high, namely the formed training set must be small. These characteristics introduce certain requirements on algorithm complexity.
These problems are the research focuses of the active learning strategy. According to the characteristics of active learning method and interactive information retrieval, the basic flowchart of interactive retrieval algorithm based on traditional active learning strategy can be designed as follows:
Step 1) User submits query information;
Step 2) To calculate relevancy between query information and each document to establish the relevancy model. Step 3) To improve relevancy model through several interactions with the user by using active learning strategy.
Step 4) To output retrieval results in the relevancy descending order according to document ranking of the relevancy model.
Usually the interactive retrieval system model based on active learning method can be expressed as
and N t are relevant and irrelevant document set which are identified through interaction, S is classifier, Q is evaluation function that acquires simplified training set by identifying high-value samples, and U is the unlabeled sample set and evaluation object of Q . In active learning strategy, the uncertain sampling [2] , and reduction capacity of version space [6] are often viewed as an important evaluation criteria for sample values. Let C L be the classifier formed by using 
} is size of the version size (where C L ' is set of all candidate classifiers), the samples that can reduce the version space to the greatest extent can be used as high-value samples. Reference [10] proposed using expected changing degree of the classification model as evaluation criteria for sample value and deduced that the expected change principle of the classification model is equal to the most uncertain sampling principle.
Active learning strategy based on error-correcting capacity
This study believed that a number of high certainty samples have also high values in interactive information retrieval. If these samples are recognized as different categorization by human, namely y ⋅C L x ( ) < 0 , then the high value of
( ) means the high error-correcting capacity to the classifier C L . As x is added, the new training set C L∪ x { } will be closer to real user demands. Samples that can correct classifiers have higher values when interactions are few and the early cognition of classifier significantly deviates from the retrieval target. With consideration to timeliness requirement of interactive retrieval, a simple active learning strategy for interactive retrieval was designed according to the abovementioned principle by using the AdaBoost.MH algorithm based on term frequency analysis.
With the potential correcting capacity of unlabeled samples to judgment rules, the evaluation method of unlabeled samples value which is applicable to real-time interactive information retrieval was designed. For a specific document, this evaluation method can express sample values as:
where α and β are empirical coefficients, po is expected contribution (correcting capacity) of documents judged as positive sample to the classifier, ne is expected contribution (correcting capacity) of documents judged as negative sample to the categorization, S d is the score given by classifier to the current document d (a higher score means a higher expectation for the document belonging to positive sample and a lower score translates to lower expectation), S Max and S Min are the highest and lowest scores of the classifier for unlabeled documents.
In Equation ( Given that high certainty samples are less likely to be labeled to disagree with classifier expectation and cause interaction waste, the abovementioned two empirical coefficient require a well design. The specific calculation methods of po and ne are the algorithm core and has to be designed according to specific classifier and document presentation method. In this study, documents were expressed by a vector space model and classifier used a weak classifier based on key term frequency with low computation complexity to meet timeliness requirements of interactive retrieval. To each unlabeled document sample, the calculation formula determining its contribution coefficients (correcting capacity) of on current classifier can be acquired as follows:
and
where 
Based on this definition, the high value of po indicates that d contains some words which are believed by the classifier having high relevancy with retrieval target. If d is labeled as the irrelevant document, adding d into the training set can significantly correct errors of the current classifier. Next to the contribution coefficient, the probability that d is labeled as an irrelevant document is described as its relevancy ranking in the unlabeled document. The higher numerical value of ne indicates that the current document contains a number of unique words. If this document is labeled as a relevancy document, it can increase important judgment standard to the classifier and correct the classifier that is lack of key term. According to an abundant number of experiments, the empirical value of α β in the formula (1) is 0.5.
Fast retrieval algorithm
With an active learning strategy based on error-correcting capacity, an interactive retrieval algorithm that gradually increases labeled samples from users and improves classifier performance was designed by combining the Boost algorithm and the classifier of low computation complexity. The flow chart is as follows:
Step 1) To randomly choose n documents into training set T.
Step 2) To train the classifier using Boost algorithm.
Step 2) To classify unlabeled documents by the classifier produced by Boost algorithm.
Step 4) To calculate the expected contribution of each document.
Step 5) To choose several documents with the highest contribution for user labeling and put them into training set T.
Step 6) If this Boost algorithm does not reach the iteration limit, return to Step2, otherwise, turn to
Step 7.
Step 7) To rank the rest of the documents.
Step 8) To output the retrieval results.
If
Step 5 is changed to "choose document with the most uncertainty classification", this algorithm turns in to an algorithm based on the "most uncertain sampling" strategy.
Result Analysis and Discussion
Experimental design
Since information retrieval establishes one-class classifier, the selected learning algorithm has to take influences of absence of terms into account. Therefore, "AdaBoost.MH with real-valued predictions" algorithm was used in this experiment, and was not introduced here (see [16] ).
Considering the timeliness requirement, the weak classifier based on term frequency which has low computation complexity in References [13, 16] was used and modified according to the needs of literature retrieval. The definition of the weak classifier is as follows: 
where
is the target retrieval document. The value of logic expression (5) is 0 or 1. Equation (5) reflects the relationship between existence/absence of term and document classification. Meanwhile, the weighting function is set as follows:
where l = y d ( ) , t is iteration number, α t is weight of the current iteration, and Z t is normalized function:
Therefore, w b jl in the equation (4) is:
Hence, the weak classifier represented by Equation (4) means: when j = 1 , the intuitive meaning of function h d,l ( ) without considering weight is that d is determined as the retrieval target when the d contains w and the number of documents with w which is related with retrieval target is higher than the document unrelated with the retrieval target. When j = 0 , the situation when d does not contain specific term w is considered.
One subset of Reuters-21578 was used as the sample set in this experiment. Furthermore, it contains 8 categories, namely, "bop" (105 documents), "gas" (105 documents), "gnp" (136 documents), "gold" (124 documents), "oil" (124 documents), "sugar" (162 documents), "supply" (174 documents) and "oilseed" (171 documents). In the preprocessing stage of documents, terms with an occurrence frequency smaller than three and meaningless expletives are deleted.
Given the limited initial information for real interactive retrieval, 5% of the documents were randomly selected as the training set in this experiment, which were used to collect some key term information to imitate initial input retrieval information of users. Moreover, this experiment simulated a total of 5 interactions and submitted 1% unlabelled documents for "user" labeling in each interaction, because the time spent on human computer interaction is limited in real-time services.
Experimental results
In this experiment, one category is hypothesized as the retrieval content of "user" in each interaction. Each category was retrieved 10 times to observe performances of different algorithms in interactive information retrieval. The retrieval accuracy of three sampling algorithms (random sampling algorithm, sampling algorithm based on uncertainty, and the proposed sampling algorithm based on error-correcting capacity) were compared in the experiment.
The initial training sets of each category for 10 retrievals in the experiment are all randomly produced. This enabled the observation of initial training set influences on classifier and active error-correcting capacity of the classifier in follow-up learning. Experimental results of different categories are listed from Table 1 -Table 8 . To observe the overall retrieval accuracies and capacity of active offsetting initial training set limitation of three sampling strategies, the average retrieval accuracies of each category and their fluctuations were calculated. The average retrieval accuracy of each category in 10 retrievals is presented in Fig.1 .
In this experiment, two active learning strategies are significantly superior to learning strategies based on random training sets. The proposed active learning based on the error-correcting capacity of classifier achieves higher retrieval accuracy compared to the two learning strategies.
To further analyze the selection capability of active learning strategy in high-value samples, the Standard deviations of different categories in 10 simulation retrievals are calculated. High Standard deviation reflects the high sensitivity to the initial training set. Low Standard deviation indicates that the algorithm can search for desired samples pertinently and is only slightly influenced by initial training set that is manifested by the small fluctuation of retrieval accuracy. Fluctuations of retrieval accuracy of three algorithms are shown in Fig.2 . The average retrieval accuracy of the proposed active learning algorithm gently fluctuates in most cases and is slightly influenced by initial training set, and is presented in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the algorithm still performed with good stability under limited interaction number and training set space.
Conclusions
User experience in interactive information retrieval is sensitive to interaction number and service latency. To increase interactive information-retrieval accuracy and efficiency under limited interactions and limited labeled documents, and solve the outlier problem against uncertainty judgment standards, a novel sampling strategy based on expected error-correcting capacity of samples to current classifiers was proposed, and a text classification model was formed by combining the weak classifier with low computation complexity. On this basis, the active learning method based on term frequency with low computation complexity was designed based on the AdaBoost.MH algorithm to adapt with interactive information retrieval sensitive to latency. This study concludes the following:
(1) Interactive information retrieval based on reinforcement learning algorithm and weak classifier can reduce the complexity of the algorithm, thus, decreasing service delay and increasing user experience.
(2) In interactive information retrieval with limited initial training set and limited interactions, the active learning strategy based on the error-correcting capacity of samples indicates higher accuracy and stability than that based on uncertainty.
The proposed interactive retrieval algorithm considers the error-correcting capacity of samples and complexity of classifier. Furthermore, it can accelerate the accurate judgment of the retrieval target of users and provide effective online active learning techniques for real-time interactive retrieval services. However, it neglects important values of short text samples in the interaction. The effect of text length on interaction efficiency requires further exploration.
